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CUBE SPACE - DETAILS
Cube Space is a short term living solution and also a recovery station for special places. It is designed to be used in warm environments. Cube Space applied 6x6 approach
on a grand scale to its entirety. It is a nearly closed living area that consists of necessary survival and refreshment stations. Cube Space uses equal dimensions whenever
its possible. This place is not just giving comfort to its visitors, it also feeding them with the abstract serenity of symmetrical shapes. Cube Space can be placed in solitary
environments such as deserts. Alternativly in a dense city in between of walls, or rooftops are also appropriate locations.
Cube Space has dimensions of 3.60m x 3.60m x 3.60m. Grid system is formed by wooden panels 6cm x 6cm x 3.60m. All sizes based upon units. Technically 1 unit is a
cube with 60 cm edges. Contents of the stations do not always span to total station size. Table takes 2 units of size, its length is 120 cm, its depth 60 cm but its real height
is 6 cm. Shelves are also same, their length and depth are the same with unit, but their height is 6 cm. This enables movement inside of the unit. Hence this shelve can be
moved to up or down.
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Status of the electronic stations such as lights, refrigerators, turbines can be accesible via computer station.
Traveling seat can horizontally and vertically move on its rails, which are placed on the floor as a big plus.
All panels are detachable, they can move around the Cube Space. As long as there are two wooden columns on its both sides, every panel can attach also inside of the
Cube Space.
Some stations are more oriented to self-sustainibility and some are more to consumption. This equilibrium can be broken by adding new stations or removing them.
Foldable Resting Place is a two piece station. Upper part can be moved next to the lower part. This creates a bed which has 240 cm length and 120 cm width.
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